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18 November 2012

Dr Graeme Blackman
Chairman
Natonal Trust of Australia (Victoria)

Dear Dr Blackman,

I had notced when I emailed a similar leter to this to Mr Martn Purslow, the Victorian Trust’s CEO, on 
31 July 2012, that the former website of the Victorian Natonal Trust, which had a hyperlink 
www.natrust.com.au/about_the_trust giving access to the details of the outcome of the 2011 Board 
Electon, had had that hyperlink replaced by a new hyperlink to a document enttled "Board Policy – 
Conduct of Board Electons". That document now appears at the page 
www.natonaltrust.org.au/victoria#tabs5 which, untl very recently
 
Only when I opened that document, and read as far as its Sectons 10 and 13, did I realize that the Board
had decided to replace the Trust's long-standing proportonal representaton votng system with a 
multple plurality system similar to the one replaced by proportonal representaton over 30 years ago. 
 
As a member of the Victorian Trust contnuously since I joined it nine years afer it was formed, I have 
observed the result and conduct of many of its electons. I was the original proponent of the quota-
preferental proportonal representaton (PR) system that has operated successfully for most of the 
Trust's existence. In proposing its use to replace the previous multple plurality (frst-past-the-post) 
system, I put the case to the then Trust Chairman, Mr Rodney Davidson OBE, and other members of the 
Trust's governing body. They gave very careful consideraton to the case for PR, supported it, and then 
arranged for its proposal to be placed on the agenda of an Annual General Meetng, where the proposal 
was adopted.
 
VOTING SYSTEM SHOULD HAVE MEMBERSHIP APPROVAL: The main point I am raising - and asking you 
to raise with the Trust's Board - is that the system of countng votes should be more a mater for 
membership approval than just Board approval, and that a procedure for alertng members to the 
proposed change and seeking membership reacton to it should apply before a change is confrmed. It 
might be that this is what the Board has in mind by use of the relatvely vague term "Board Policy" 
rather than the more defnite descripton "By-Law" that was previously used to stpulate the votng 
system to be used. I would greatly appreciate being informed If the Board is intending to invite 
consultaton before fnally determining the positon, which I am submitng that it should, but if it is not 
intending to do that, I would also appreciate being informed.
 
Since my original successful proposal for using PR for Trust electons, I have become the Victoria-
Tasmania Branch President of the Proportonal Representaton Society of Australia, which has conducted
computatons of the results of Trust electons for it, based on votng fgures produced by the Trust's 
returning ofcers, as can be seen at www.prsa.org.au/clients_.htm At the Trust's 2004 electon, shown 
atwww.prsa.org.au/natrust2004.pdf, a very popular candidate, Dianne Weidner, gained 62.67% of the 
vote, leaving the remaining 37.33% to be shared among the four other candidates for the remaining 
three positons. With PR's transferable preferences, the surplus votes of the very popular candidate 
properly played a major part in determining which of three remaining candidates would each succeed in
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building up to the quota of some 298 votes, rather than the electon of each of those three being 
decided by a very much smaller part of the electorate. 
 
I consider that the Trust would be making a big mistake in replacing the very representatve and 
metculously fair PR system with the crude and distortng multple plurality system proposed, whose 
gross defects are described at www.prsa.org.au/pluralit.htm, and therefore ask you to request the Board
to allow me - and perhaps also a colleague from the PRSA - to make a presentaton to it of the case for 
re-consideraton of the Board's move to replace the PR system for electons to it, please.
 
Regards,
 
 
Geofrey Goode
Member No. 102699
since 30/06/1965
ggd@netspace.net.au

+61429 176725
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